
MEMORANDUM OF INNERSTANDING 

 

:GLOBAL-ADVERTISING-INTERNET-NETWORK-FOUNDATION:®©™℗ is AD-Ministered by an Executive 

Member of the House of :TE-WHARE-MĀTĀMUATANGA-O-IO:®©™℗ – The Kingdom House of IO, the Co-creator 

and Founder Gavin-John for the House of :Marsich: who is a Guardian Of Divinity for IO M-Atua, Ihoa, YAHuah. 

:AOTEAROHA-KĀWANATANGA:®©™℗ – The World of Love Governance is the jurisdiction of Universal Lore, 

Divine Natural Lore of Spirit and Energy Exchange. It is a self-governance system that, reflects rules of engagement and 

terms & conditions for the use of our GAIN 2U websites that encompasses :GODZONE-CREDIT-EXCHANGE:®©™℗. 

For more transparency our Kingdom Experience can be viewed HERE. 

:MARSICH-CROWN-KINGDOM:®©™℗ (:Matawherongāoko-Karauna-Mātāmuatanga:®©™℗) is the Hapū Nation of 

Gavin-John, aka; Ariki-nui-Kawenata. He is the royal regent and eldest son of late Ivan-John aka; John-Ivan for the Clan 

Marsich. More information on our CLAN can be viewed HERE. Our Whānau Hapū acknowledged as now Ngāti IO and 

forms part of :Te-Whare-Mātāmuatanga-o-IO:®©™℗ (The Kingdom House of IO) and :Aotearoha- Kāwanatanga:®©™℗ 

(The World of Love Governance). As a Co-creator of the above, I hold an autonomous role of AUthority over the Divine 

House of Order to forge alliances with the following: 

We seek UNDERWRITERS with real tangible and intrinsic values attached to resources that can be held in TRUST with 

the GAIN 2U ENERGY EXCHANGE SYSTEM. In return a TRUST ACCOUNT can be set up with on the day exchange 

rate values, less the 10% Tithe to cover depreciation and infrastructure charges. You can manage your own internal credit 

account(s) and give New Subscribers you personally sponsored or introduced by the TRUST, a 10,000CE kick-start balance 

to resume energy exchange. This amount must be repaid, interest FREE. You benefit from the internal infrastructure and 

the affiliate sponsorship programs from GAIN 2U MATRIX and GAIN 2U NETWORK platforms. Always be mindful that 

any private medium of exchange that remain idle, does not increase in value. The values must be exchanged to increase 

membership with new subscribers to earn credit rewards that increases your account credit balance. 

TRUST ACCOUNTS can be set-up for family members to sign-up under as a whanau support network. These can be made 

up of Trustees and Beneficiaries. Likewise with Cooperative Mahitahi Businesses, an Executive panel of Wise Council 

Elders and a Working Board of Directors can also be the support network under an initial TRUST ACCOUNT. Either option 

requires all subscribers to operate within the boundaries of our Sovereign de jure and Commercial Banking Charters that is 

provided by Gavin-John of the Clan :Marsich: with a consideration value to initiate the GAIN 2U platforms to exchange 

energy values of WE the people. 

All information herein is deemed confidential trade secrets. Any parties expressing interest in such information agree to its 

confidentiality, trade secrets and copy right claim, trademark and name patents. 

 

THE CONSIDERATION 

There are two underwriters of value from :TE-WHARE-MĀTĀMUATANGA-O-IO:®©™℗ (Supreme Suveran/Sovereign 

AUthority) with a Global Value Covenant of IO that is of infinite value. One being IO M-Atua te runga rawa i nga rangi, 

IO Father Most High in all Heavens, IHOA / YAHUAH, along with (1) Gavin-John from the House of :Marsich: aka; Ariki-

nui-Kawenata :Marsich-Crown:®©™℗, Co-creator AD-Minister and assignee of :GLOBAL-ADVERTISING-

INTERNET-NETWORK-FOUNDATION:®©™℗ (PRIVATE de jure) who have collectively decided to initiate the value 

for the GAIN 2U Energy Exchange Systems. The GAIN 2U Foundation and its subsidiary Foundations, AD-Ministered by 

Co-Owner, Gavin-John in their entirety with Co-creator IO M-Atua, Ihoa, YAHuah as the Supreme Spirit of AUthority, 

and remain as such. The TRUST Name will be in the name of :GLOBAL-ADVERTISING-INTERNET-NETWORK-

FOUNDATION:®©™℗ with the assignee, Gavin-John; being in Covenant with IO.  

A TRUST Account in the Name of :TE-WHARE-MĀTĀMUATANGA-O-IO:®©™℗ (Supreme Suveran/Sovereign 

AUthority) within the GAIN 2U Matrix and/or GAIN 2U Network systems will be known to have an infinite balance. 

However we will begin with a starting balance of 10 Quadrillion (10,000,000,000,000,000). A Tithe of 1 Quadrillion 

(1,000,000,000,000,000) will be held in a GOD Wallet Account and justifies the depreciation of monetary value of the 

https://aotearoha-kawanatanga.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/2/7/132755040/our_kingdom_experience.pdf
https://marsich-crown-kingdom.weebly.com/about-us.html


world exchange rates and (IMF) International Monetary Fund, World Bank, Federal Reserve Bank and Native Reserve Bank, 

Te Whare Awaroa, Te Whare Akaroa and Te Whare Ataroa, League of Nations and United Nations in the PRIVATE. The 

remaining balance of 9 Quadrillion (9,000,000,000,000,000) will initiate a Global Reset. 

1. A consideration for a little over 3.6 Billion EURO / 304 TBC Crypto-currency from a TBC face-value with Gavin-

John for the House of :Marsich: as the account-holder and underwriter of value. This will kick-start the GAIN 2U 

value of energy exchange with 3.6 Billion Credit-Euro in an initial Trust Account less the 10% tithe, with the first 

initiator / trustee settlor, creating the first TRUST account in the Trust Name being :Marsich-Crown-

Kingdom:®©™℗.  

2. GAIN 2U reserves the right to assist any other Global Account holder(s) wanting to become underwriters with their 

own TRUST account(s) and values, providing they meet the criteria of the GAIN 2U systems.   

3. GAIN 2U reserves the right to reject subscribers who are in direct conflict of interests, or we feel are not compatible 

with the true intent and purpose of its design. 

4. GAIN 2U reserves the right to remain independent but will work interdependently in Alliance with all Subscribers. 

5. Each account holder is required to sponsor 10 plus people to qualify and initiate credit-rewards and to exchange 

goods and services to create true tangible and intrinsic values. You can also earn commission/discounts on listing 

and selling real estate and business directory services. There will be online video training, zoom meetings or 

webinars as and when required. This will incur a cost for time and resources, shared among all participants. 

6. Each website has the ability to increase credits from the above activity. Both GAIN 2U Matrix and GAIN 2U 

Network are for Cooperative Business Trade and Crowd-Shares with GAIN 2U Network boosting credit rewards 

faster for sponsoring new subscribers who upgrade from the Bronze to the Platinum Membership Plan. From your 

own personal efforts you are able to increase the TRUST account(s) credits, from sponsorship crowd-shares alone. 

There is no need to charge interest or to subject users to taxation. The infrastructure is self-sufficient in this area. 

7. He who creates owns. GAIN 2U does not take ownership of anyone’s paid for accumulated assets. The private 

medium of exchange credits are a virtual and digital, record keeping database of exchange. This is part of the GAIN 

2U Energy Exchange Systems, owned and AD-Ministered by Gavin-John. The intrinsic value of its goods and 

services are owned by the purchaser(s).   

8. All subscribers who join will outlay an external cost of €285.93, then a monthly cost of €21.18 thereafter from a 

credit/debit card. This covers the service charge of each website as well as the payment gateway fees. 

9. All other infrastructure credit transactions within GAIN 2U Energy Exchange Systems are covered by internal 

credit-rewards, commissions and business activity. 

It is important to know that any private medium of exchange has no value unless it is exchanged by WE the People, for 

products and services (Tangible Resources). This is where true intrinsic value is claimed. If the intention is to operate in a 

private and de jure manner, then a system like GAIN 2U can be effective if used in the right context and for the right 

purposes, for which it was designed. It is for Cooperative Mahitahi Alliances in COOPeration, rather than Corporate or 

Commercial Sea Traders. The OLD ways have never worked. It is time for the Age of Aquarius and a NEW Dawn rising. 

 

SHARES 

All financially active account subscribers of the GAIN 2U systems have the opportunity to accumulate credit-euro energy 

to exchange. Whether 1 Credit or 1 Billion Credits. The credits hold shares value. In saying that, holding on to credits, does 

not increase wealth in the system alone. It’s the true intrinsic value in the products and services, we the people exchange 

that hold the real value. The Gold Brick is known as “Fools Gold”. The true Gold Value is in We the People and the Gold 

Spirit of mAUri ora (Life’s Spirit and Breath of Life) in the Living Body And the Spirit of Exchange in common unity with 

IO M-Atua and the ARC of the COVENANT (Kawenata). 

 

TERMS OF USE 

1. Any fraud, corruption, deceit, misleading information, lie, intentional harm, dishonourable, disrespectful or bad 

behaviour will result in a warning and your account(s) being suspended for up to (7) days. You will be required to 

remedy the action within this time frame or your account(s) can remain suspended until you do. 



2. A 3 strike rule applies on rule (1), then your account(s) will be terminated indefinitely. 

3. Any guilty as charged crime you commit in Public, Private, de jure, that the ethical committee feels will affect the 

relationship you have with the GAIN 2U Network, its, Executive Team, Board of Directors, Shareholders, Subscribers, 

Suppliers, Manufacturers, Distributers will result in instant termination of all account(s). 

4. Your passwords are private and confidential. We recommend using a long password of 15 or more characters to protect 

the safety of your account(s). 

5. Accessing other account(s) not in your own name, must be supported by a signed power of attorney document that can 

be uploaded into your back-office login area. Without this document it is deemed a serious breach and will result in 

suspension or termination from the GAIN 2U Network. This does not include Guardians of minors. 

6. All subscribers must be financially active members to the GAIN 2U Platforms. 

7. All subscribers have the opportunity to make a pledge and ‘Top-up’ or Donate a Koha (Gift) by either Cash 

(Money)/Credit or Debit Card Deposits or exchange Goods and Services from your back-office login area. 

8. We the People are the AU Gold Spirit and Sentient-Beings of AUthority and the true commodity of energy exchange. 

A Gold brick is Fools Gold. YOU hold the Spirit of Gold within your avatar body, your chariot of fire and breath of 

Life. 

9. The internal infrastructure requires your account(s) to be in Credit to gain full access to the websites facilities. If you 

do not have enough credit, the option to ADD Funds as a top-up is available from your back-office login area. 

10. The internal infrastructure has a built-in affiliate marketing strategy to create a crowd-share credit reward solution. 

However, all subscribers are required to sponsor 10 new subscribers within the first month of joining and 1 new 

subscriber each month thereafter to qualify for ongoing credit rewards. This establishes a 10 x 6 matrix with 6 internal 

upgrade plans to reward sponsors with their very own support network. All subscribers who have credit(s) in their 

account(s), share in the overall value of credits of the GAIN 2U Network. This value is the private medium of exchange 

supported by the internal matrix infrastructure and lawful tender of our sovereign integral credit depository backed by 

the Gold AUthority of Holy G/Host SPIRIT and Blood DNA in Hue-Man and Womb-Man of ‘We the People’.  

11. If you would like to assist new members to get started, you can send them a redeemable voucher of value to be 

redeemed by them, to give them a starting credit balance to exchange. 

12. Please note that most goods are free to list but have a success fee on the sale of each item. Some items, including 

services, will incur an upfront fee and term, and bigger ticket items have both upfront and success fees. Some of these 

fees have a commission/discount structure pre-determined to reward listing agents. These fees can be covered by any 

internal accumulated credits in your account(s). 

13. Our plan is NOT to create hypothecated debt. Therefore we do NOT charge Tax or interest but rather have transparent 

upfront charges and success fees up to 1/10th or equal to a 10% Tithe on any items sold or for sale. 

14. If you want to take advantage of internal email broadcasting, you can send emails to your down-line members only. 

15. If you have a Family Trust, we recommend you open an account in the Family ‘Trust Name’ and then all family 

members join the Family Trust individually, as its support network. It is wise to join both GAIN 2U Matrix and GAIN 

2U Network platforms to benefit from the crowd-share matrix credit rewards and the 50/50 share of internal 

membership plan credit rewards.  

16. There is no limit to the amount of value you can achieve, providing you can afford each account(s) upfront yearly 

service bond and monthly thereafter service charges. 

17. The online websites provide the option to remain in the ‘PRIVATE’ from the comforts of your own private space and 

operate in the jurisdiction of de jure suveran authority from a device connected to an internet service provider. 

18. The GAIN 2U Matrix and GAIN 2U Network, private medium of energy exchange (credit-euro) cannot be sold, 

swapped, purchased, distributed or claimed by any subscriber. The private medium of energy exchange holds an 



infinite bond value with IO that is AD-Ministered by the Executive Guardian, :Gavin-John: aka; :Ariki-nui-Kawenata: 

[for the] House of :Marsich-Crown-Kingdom: who is also a Guardian Of Divinity for ‘The Kingdom House of IO’. 

19.   It is important to take note that as a Sponsor who introduces New Subscribers, you benefit from credit rewards that 

increases your account(s) balances. The more people you introduce the bigger your support network is, and the more 

ongoing credit residuals you receive. This innovative solution that has been built into the infrastructure of the GAIN 

2U Systems, provides a universal basic income concept that requires the efforts of each and every subscriber with the 

growth and development of our buyer’s network and affiliate sponsorship program.  

20.  The Business Directory Service provides the opportunity for Businesses to transition from corporate to cooperative 

mahitahi style structures as independents but working interdependently in cooperation with the Aroha (Love) Alliance 

for equal and fair exchange for all. This can be achieved in Working Cooperatives of the same industry, partnerships 

or joint ventures. 

21.   ALL underwriters are welcome to initiate a pledge that establishes a credit-line of supported values. This can be done 

by a monetary contribution, a negotiated asset value of exchange, listing products and services within the advertising 

platforms or a top-up to initiate a credit-line for energy exchange.  

22.  The GAIN 2U System is for everyone with good intentions who resonate with the rules of engagement, terms and 

conditions and the true purpose of its creation. If used in a manner in which it was designed, it will create a self-

sustainable future for inherited generations to come. The integrity of ALL Subscribers is a must for the success of such 

a divine solution. 

23.   A late addition of 10,000CE can be a kick-start balance for (fam) financially active members, to initiate barter exchange, 

business directory services, the affiliate sponsorship program and more. This amount must be repaid within a ONE 

year term, so that the internal credits balance. A 10% tithe will be added to any remaining balance at the end of the 

term and a repayment plan will be established on all outstanding balances. This must be repaid to the bearer of the 

underwritten value, being Gavin-John for the House of the Marsich-Crown-Kingdom-TRUST. 

24.  The GAIN 2U Matrix is the Womb for the Genealogy TREE of LIFE of Hue-manity for sponsoring WE the People for 

a Global Reset and redistribution of wealth. This requires all subscribers to be financially active members and 

participators of the affiliate sponsorship and barter exchange programs. 

 

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 

 

1. As a Subscriber or Affiliate Member of this platform you are deemed to have read and accepted our ‘Terms and 

Conditions’ and ‘Rules of Engagement’ and other worded information on this website. 

2. A Subscriber or Affiliate Member must be a (FAM) Financially Active Member to benefit from any commissions and 

incentive rewards paid from the pre-set parameters of the administration infrastructure of the website, otherwise any 

payments received can be withdrawn with or without notice and the account(s) suspended and blocked until remedied. 

3. Members who have started on the €10 Euro Dollar mobile smartphone app are required to sponsor 10 new subscribers 

within the first month of joining and adding 1 new subscriber each month thereafter in a one month pre-launch capacity. 

4. Members can use either their e-wallet account balance or the payment gateway if they have no available credits to 

upgrade to the gain2umatrix.com advertising platform to exchange their credits. There is an initial one-time €250 setup 

pledge and €20 Euro Dollars each month thereafter service pledge. 

5. Members must be peaceful, respectful, honorable, responsible and accountable in all transactions with other Members 

of this website at all times. 

6. Members who use the services on this website accept accountability of their e-wallet account and must ensure that 

their profile information is accurate, true and correct to the best of their knowledge. 



7. Members must keep their password(s) secure and are not permitted to share it with anyone. It is recommended to use 

a long password with assorted numbers, symbols, upper and lower case characters. 

8. Members who participate with this website are fully aware we are an affiliate referral marketing network that sponsor 

people to join and refer items to be advertised to receive commissions and incentive rewards. 

9. All commissions and incentive rewards earned or received by the GAIN Foundation to your private e-wallet accounts 

are in credit-euro current-see (energy) exchange, our own private medium of exchange that can be used to purchase, 

harmless items on this advertising platform. 

10. Members must give an accurate description of the item(s) they intend to list with clear images and priced competitively 

in comparison to current estimated market values. 

11. All transactions must be completed in a timely manner within 7 days locally, 14 Day nationally and 28 Days 

internationally or in a timeline that is stipulated in any advertisement. 

12. All transactions will be less a 10% Tithe that is transferred to a GOD Wallet. 

13. Members are required to remedy any transaction deemed unethical, deceptive, misleading, dishonorable or considered 

bad business dealings within 3 days of any bad transaction. Failure to remedy will result in suspension of an account 

and/or termination entirely which will result in loss of any accumulated credits. 

14. Members who sponsor other members must be responsible and accountable to reporting any suspicious bad behavior 

of those members. Bad association spoils useful habits and other members can be affected through simple association. 

15. Members must refrain from using any images or terminology that are vulgar, sexual, contain nudity, pornography, 

child trafficking, drugs related, discriminating, demeaning, threatening, abusive, violent, racist, gender related or any 

other communication that may give the wrong impression to others. We will not tolerate bad behavior, corruption, 

fear-mongering, illegal and unlawful activity, threats of violence and abuse of position or power or usurping of power. 

16. Members who are convicted of a proven criminal offence, that we feel may harm the interests or reputation of the 

foundation and its members, shareholders, business alliances or international connections, under the jurisdiction of 

natural law will be immediately terminated from this program. This will result in the loss of all credits as the credits 

cannot be used external to this system as they are the private medium of exchange of the GAIN Foundation. 

17. Members who transfer credit-euro by voucher to the Godzone Credit Exchange of platform 2 must abide by the rules 

of engagement in union with platform 1 GAIN 2U Matrix. The affiliate infrastructure has membership plans that have 

an internal subscription value. This value is shared 50/50 with your direct sponsor. 

18. All internal credit-euro is the private medium of exchange of Global Advertising Internet Network Foundation and 

cannot be used external of the system. The credit-euro cannot be exchanged, bartered, transferred, swapped or used 

publicly. The exchange is private and exclusive to members and subscribers only. Our service is an online marketing 

tool for sovereign creditors to exchange their energy with other sentient-beings of all nations. 

 

We conclude by asking all members to bring NO HARM to self, other living-beings that we co-exist with and their property 

or environment. To love Supreme Creation, yourself and your neighbour and to remember that your effort to create is yours 

to own and your share of this system in a collective and cooperative mahi-tahi with other member alliances. 

 

PROPOSAL FOR NEW EARTH – GAIN 2U IS A DIVINE PLAN 

1. https://aotearoha-kawanatanga.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/2/7/132755040/proposal_for_new_earth.pdf  

2. https://aotearoha-kawanatanga.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/2/7/132755040/divine_plan.pdf  
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